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Abstract
To examine the malefic effect of planets in Mrityu Bhaga and Gandanta Degrees in case of Diabetic
diseases. This Research study is conducted based on principles given in standard Astrological Texts.
The birth charts of around 200 Diabetic patients ,who are on daily medication , are used for this
paper. Birth charts are analyzed using the Astrological parameters such as Date of Birth, Time of
Birth, Place of Birth and age of detecting Diabetes. The planets near Mrityu Bhaga centres and
Gandanta degrees are death –inflicting points.
Afflictions to these degrees causes Diabetes , depending upon the nature of affliction. It is observed
that when planets are afflicted and placed in Mrityu Bhaga and Gandanta degrees , in natal
charts , these natives are prone to Diabetes in the middle age.
Key words : Mrityu Bhaga, Gandanta, chronics Diabetes.
1. INTRODUCTION
Living with Diabetes places an emotional, physical and financial stress on the entire family. It could
effect anyone from any walk of life. While Diabetes is now an inherited disease, horoscope analysis
through Vedic Astrology is an effective medium to find out in advance whether one may suffer
from Diabetes. Remedies from the Medical Astrology aids to predict the Diabeteic comdition and
control the same [1],[2].
Mrityu Bhaga means death inflicting station. Mrityu Bhaga Degrees are certain specified points in
each sign where a planet by its location produces adverse results. Those points vary from planet to
planet in each sign.[3]
Planets near the Ascendant and planets in Gandanta positions will have an adverse effect on
health particularly where watery and fiery signs meet (Twenty Ninth degree of watery sign, First
degree of fiery sign. The junctions are as follows:
•
•
•

Pisces(Revati)-Aries(Aswini)
Cancer(Ashlesha)-Leo(Magha)
Scorpio(Jyeshta) Saggittarius (Moola)
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2. METHODOLOGY
Data from a group of around two hundred Diabetic patients, who are on daily Medication from the
states of Andhra Pradesh ,Telangana and Orissa used for the analysis. The information consisting of
the Patients Name, Date of Birth, Time of Birth, Place of Birth and Year in which the Diabetes is
diagnosed sfirst is collected. Birth charts of these patients are analyzed using Astrology software (
Jaganantha Hora).[4],[5].
Lagna and other planetary placements in Mrityu Bagha and Gandanta degrees are determined. The
planets that fall just outside Mrityu Bagha may be labeled as near Mrityu Bhaga or within two
degrees of Mrityu Bhaga.
The following parameters are extracted from the data and carried out a detailed study in this paper.
•
•
•

Malefic effect of the Lagna or Lagna Lord.
Various houses Lords due to their placement in Mrityu Bhaga and Gandanta Degrees.
Afflictions to various houses by other planets placed in these degrees.
Case study is detailed below.
Figure 1. Mrityu Bhaga, Gandata

s
Figure 1 shows the Rasi chart of a patient (Female -14-August-1987, 10:23 IST,s
Vishakapatnam,Andhra Pradeshs). Lagna is Libra, Lagna Lord is in Tenth with Twelfth Lord
Mercury and Bhadhaka Sun in watery sign. Saturn and Rahu fall just outside the Mrityu
Bhaga centre . Mars is in 00-51’ Leo in Gandanta in Bhadhaka sign.
P

P

Lagna is aspected sby Jupiter (Sixth Lord) and Moon (from Aries) are heavy. Diabetes was
first diagnosed in pregnancy period (year 2015) during Sun dasa Rahu bhukti, Sun dasa ,
Jupiter bhukti period.
3. RESULTS
Out of a group of 200 patients charts (134 -Male, 66- Female). The frequency of planets near
Mrityu Bhaga centres in horoscopes of Diabetic patients under study, the frequency of planets in
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Gandanta Degrees in horoscopes of Diabetic patients, the frequency of Rasis(Signs) in Gandanta
Degrees in horoscopes of Diabetic patients are shown in Figure 3, Figure 4, and Figure 5
respectively.
Figure 3. Frequency of planets near Mrityu Bhaga centres.

s
Figure 4. Frequency of planets in Gandanta Degrees.

.
Figure 5. Frequency of Rasis(Signs) in Gandanta Degrees.

From the graphical data shown in the figures the following points are observed:
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•
•
•
•

The planets in Mrityu Bhaga centre in case of Diabetic patients horoscopes shows Jupiter at
maximum level ,more malefic, followed by Saturn, Ketu, Rahu at minimum level.
sIn Gandanta degrees,Rahu at maximum level followed by Ketu,Mercury,Moon,Mars,Sun, Jupiter
at minimum level.Rahu and ketu are death inflicting.[5]
In case of Gandanta Rasis(Signs) Sagittarius at maximum level followed by Leo,Pisces Aries,
Cancer at minimum level.
Sagittarius Rasi is more prone to Diabetes.
5. CONCLUSION
Malefic effect of the Lagna / Lagna Lord, various houses Lords due to their placement in Mrityu
Bhaga and Gandantara Degrees, besides afflictions by other planets placed in these fatal degrees
are studied and discussed. It is concluded that these planets are considered to be afflicted.
The control of Diabetes mostly depends on the Diet, Medication and Exercise. Diabetic patients are
advised to take care of themselves by following above life style. Persons with afflicted planets in
Mrityu Bhaga and Gandanta degrees are recommended to recite Maha Mrityunjaya mantra and
perform Ayush Homam.
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